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Baking with Avocados
This was a photo spread that I did documenting the process of how avocados can be 
used in baking cookies.

For these  I used a Canon Rebel T3i and then in photoshop used brightness/contrast 
layers as well as a hue and saturation layer to bring out the color. 

If you ever make cookies 1 Avocado = 1/2 cup of butter. 
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Motion Blur-Toast from the Road

Motion blur photography was tricky at first but after a lot of practice I enjoyed it just as much as Freeze photography. 

 For this photo I set the shutter speed  to  a really low  settings and then added adjustment layers in photoshop to 

darken the photo..

Freeze & Motion Blur 3



 For this photo I just told my friend and his pal to play catch casually and then took the photo after turning up the shutter speed.

Afterwards I opened this photo in photoshop and added hue and saturation as well as light and contrast layer. 

Freeze-Play Ball! 4



Depth of Field 
Shallow Depth-The Survivor
For this photoI had my camera set to various degrees of ISO and went on a manual focus to get 
details and show a real shallow depth of field.

I later took this photo and in photoshop I used a sharpen mask to bring out more detail and then 
added a  a hue and saturation layer. 
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Deep Depth -Path to Spring

For this photo I used a saturation and a hue  layer as well as a vibrance layer on this photo after taking it on my Canon Rebel T5.
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Perspective of Eight
For this  project I took various photos of my prop light saber that I purchased via ultrasabers.com. 

I added some brightness and saturation layers to the pictures in an effort to show various perspectives of my light saber as well as aplying a mask and text 
image to one of them. 
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Working with a Macro Lens
For this  photo I took a picture of vegetation with water on it and one still object with no water using a Macro lens.

This  image was later opened in Photoshop where I used the sharpen tool to make the water dropletts more defined.

Rose Dropletts
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Still Object-Ferrari
For this photo I first took it in to Photoshop and changed the saturation levels. 

Afterwards I used a sharpen mask to bring out the Ferari logo and the hood of the toy car.
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Portraits & Enhancements
Sharpen & Whitening Teeth
For this  photo I took a picture of a subject at noon while I had a friend shine a silver reflector on her face.

Later in Photoshop I added a sharpen mask and whitened her teeth using the quick selection, hue and saturation tools.
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Portraits & Enhancements Color Replacement
For this photo I used a sharpen mask to make my subject’s face more defined.

Then I used the color replace tool to change his shirt from green to pink. 

Before

After
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Best of Bannack-Portraits
In June I went on a trip with my classmates to Bannack, MO a ghost town.

We had some people model for us and that is how these portraits came to be. 

For this portrait I added vibrance and saturation layers. I then changed  the levels so that black and white were the only colors prominent and the harsh shadows had 
been brought out more.

Black & White-The Mischevious Barkeep
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Contrast change-Revelation
For this portrait I used the natural lighting rather than use a strobe light that everyone had been using.

Later I went into Photoshop and used a sharpen mask as well as the selection and saturation tools to whiten his teeth.

Afterwards I used a gradient in lightroom  going the direction of his eyesight to give it the appearance of seeing  
heavenly messenger.
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Best of Bannack-Creative
Levitation-Just Chillin’
For this part of the Bannack trip I took a picture of a subject and then using photoshop made it appear as though he was levitating.

I ended up using the convert tool a lot for this photo as well as a brightness and contast layer.

To smooth any rough editing I used the color replacement tool to change the color of his shirt and pants.
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Abstract-Ectoplasm
For this photo I took an extreme close up photo of a door that had peeling paint. 

I then chnaged the hue and saturation levels to give it a haunting green color.
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Best of Bannack-Fine Art
For these photos I took nature shots and then just edited them according to my own desires.  

This first picture is a shot of the river that went through Bannack.

In Photoshop I  later added a brightness and contrast layer as well as reset the vibrancy levels. 

Life is a River
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For this photo I changed the settings on my camera enabling me to take three different photos at different exposure settings. 

I then used the HDR options in Photoshop to create an HDR image.

HDR-Shack on a Hill 18



About the Photographer
John was raised in California on Star Wars, baked goods, 
and great music.

With his upbringing it really taught him an appreciation for 
good stories, film, photography,  sports, and the Arts. 

A graduate from Brigham Young University-Idaho John 
has experimented with film, and photography with the 
hopes to tell the world his stories.

To see more of John’s work follow him online:

Blog-ercekj@wordpress.com

Twitter: @RealJohnErcek

Facebook: John H. Ercek III

Google+: John Ercek

Contact information:

Cell: 661-886-6835

email: ercekjohn@gmail.com

*Photo taken by Brian Grant




